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A riveting and action-packed novel of the life and times of Henry Morgan, MAD MORGAN is the legendary
pirate's story told with swashbuckling romance, derring-do, and an edge as sharp as Spanish steel.

Born in the Welsh countryside in 1655, Henry Morgan is captured as a youth by Spanish raiders and carried
off to Santiago de Cuba to a life of cruel servitude. Grown to manhood and unbowed by the slaver's whip,
Morgan eventually escapes, stealing a prison ship and rescuing a crew of hardened freebooters in the
process. With vengeance in his heart, Morgan sets out to harry the Dons. Before long, the turquoise waters of
the Spanish Main run red with blood. No Spanish treasure ship or guarded port is safe--he is Captain Henry
Morgan, "El Tigre de Caribe", the most feared buccaneer alive and an imposing figure of dread throughout
the Caribbean.

In a rousing adventure that culminates in Morgan's infamous and bloody conquest of the supposedly
impregnable Spanish port of Panama City, Mad Morgan unfolds at a breathtaking pace. Rich with stunning
detail, violence, passion and revenge this is a pirate tale that will captivate every armchair adventurer until
the last, thrilling page is turned.
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From reader reviews:

Mary Rohan:

This Mad Morgan book is just not ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The benefit
you have by reading this book is usually information inside this publication incredible fresh, you will get
information which is getting deeper you read a lot of information you will get. This particular Mad Morgan
without we recognize teach the one who looking at it become critical in thinking and analyzing. Don't always
be worry Mad Morgan can bring if you are and not make your tote space or bookshelves' turn out to be full
because you can have it in the lovely laptop even telephone. This Mad Morgan having great arrangement in
word and also layout, so you will not truly feel uninterested in reading.

Sheila Donovan:

Do you have something that you want such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to pick book like comic,
limited story and the biggest the first is novel. Now, why not trying Mad Morgan that give your pleasure
preference will be satisfied by means of reading this book. Reading behavior all over the world can be said
as the method for people to know world much better then how they react when it comes to the world. It can't
be stated constantly that reading routine only for the geeky man but for all of you who wants to possibly be
success person. So , for all of you who want to start examining as your good habit, you can pick Mad
Morgan become your personal starter.

Rosemarie Sanders:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray an individual, why because this Mad Morgan book written by well-
known writer who really knows well how to make book that could be understand by anyone who else read
the book. Written with good manner for you, leaking every ideas and composing skill only for eliminate your
own personal hunger then you still doubt Mad Morgan as good book not merely by the cover but also by the
content. This is one publication that can break don't judge book by its include, so do you still needing
another sixth sense to pick this kind of!? Oh come on your examining sixth sense already said so why you
have to listening to an additional sixth sense.

Jason Caldwell:

Some individuals said that they feel bored when they reading a reserve. They are directly felt this when they
get a half areas of the book. You can choose the actual book Mad Morgan to make your own personal
reading is interesting. Your own skill of reading expertise is developing when you such as reading. Try to
choose simple book to make you enjoy you just read it and mingle the impression about book and reading
especially. It is to be 1st opinion for you to like to open a book and read it. Beside that the guide Mad
Morgan can to be your brand new friend when you're feel alone and confuse with what must you're doing of
that time.
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